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OLD GIRL-NEW GIRL WEDDING IS HELD
Director of Education H. T. C. STUDENT BODY
SIGNS ANNUAL PLEDGE
Speaks to Assembly
IN ^flLSON HALL
on Teaching Phases
Mr. Thomas Eason Addresses
Students
/•
"I have seen very few successful
teachers who did not have a sense of
humor," said Mr. Thomas D. Eason,
director of higher education of the
state of Virginia, in an address to the
student body here last Wednesday. "A
teacher has to have the five senses of
which you have heard so much, and
two others in addition—the sense of
responsibility and the sense of humor.
One can hardly develop the one without the other. Those who combine
humor with their other work seem to
get more out of it, and the work seems
much easier."
This was Mr. Eason's second point
in his trilogy, which he compared to
that of a Presbyterian minister. His
first was, more or less of a character
sketch of arc lid French Huegenot
minister whom he knew in Charleston, S. C. "Although he was almost
ninety, blind, and physically decrepit,
yet he was the center of any gathering
of three or four people. He was a
brilliant conversationalist. When I
asked him one time how this could be,
he said it was because in his youth he
lived so fully."
The third point, according to Mr.
Eason, was connected to the other two
in very much the same way as the three
points of an old darkey, who was
preaching a sermon on the text, "And
the Lord said, 'Adam, where art
thou?'"
"Brethren, mah fust pint is, somebody wuz somewhar. The secon', nobudy wuz nowhar. An' the third,
infant baptism." The speaker's last
point concerned the intellectual challenge. "We commit intellectual sins
when we permit a child to do anything
but his best. If he writes a fairly good
(Continued on Page Three)

Lighted only by tall white candles,
Wilson Hall was the scene, Tuesday
night, of one of the most impressive
ceremonies of the year, that of the
signing of the student government
pledge. The service began with a processional made up of the student government sponsers, Miss Marie Boje,
Mrs. Annie B. Cook, and Mr. Clyde
P. Shorts, the student government officials, the student council, and the
house presidents of the dormitories.
Mr. Shorts gave a short helpful talk,
on "What Student Government
Should Mean." Dorothy Parker sang,
"My Task." After the introduction
to the pledge service by Hilda Hisey,
the entire student body filed past the
tables at the front of the auditorium
and signed the pledge.

PRIVILEGES GRANTED
TO 1933 - 1934 SENIORS
BY COLLEGE OFFICIALS

-*COLLEGE CALENDAR

H. T. C.'s HOCKEY TEAM
PLANS TO PARTICIPATE
IN ANNUAL CONTEST

Friday, Oct. ,20—Tea for Miss
Palmer's Freshmen Group in
Alumnae Hall at 4:30 p. m.
Cotillion Club Party for new
girls in the Big Gymn from
8 to 10 p. m.
Saturday, Oct. 21—Reception for
Mrs, George Conrad given by
Miss Shaffer, Miss Michaels, Mrs.
Cook, and Mrs. Cournyn in
Alumnae Hall from 3:00. to 5:00
p. m.
Jackson Hall party for Ashby
girls.
Wednesday, Oct. 25—Y.'W. C. A.
party for new and old girls in
Alumnae Hall at 4:30 p. m.
Thursday, Oct. 26—Frances Sale
Club party in Alumnae Hall at
4:30 p. m.

OLD GIRLS CARRY OFF
HIGH PRIZE IN FIRST
BASKETBALL GAME
Showing splendid team-work and
well co-ordinated plays, in spite of
little previous practice, the old girls
battled the new girls to a 40-23 victory in one of the most interesting
basketball games ever played on Walter Reed gymnasium floor, Friday
night, October 13.
Friday the thirteenth seemed to have
no ill-omened meaning whatsoever for
the old girl sextet as they successfully
completed perfectly timed passes from
the guard end of the court, through
center, to the forwards, with the resulting two-point additions to the
purple and gold score.
The new girl aggregation did not
give up the game without a struggle
and showed some very promising varsity material. Barrow, forward, and
Scheibler, center, transfers from Blackstone and Savage respectively, were
particularly outstanding for their
team. Scheibler and Maher, also from
Savage, worked together splendidly in
the center positions.
The old girls evidenced such harmony in their plays that there seemed
to be no particularly outstanding stars
for them.' Van Landingham and Fultz
covered their end of the floor nicely.
The accurate shots of Pittman and
McDonald were outstanding.
One of the major features of this,
the initial game of the season, was the
evidence of spirit and enthusiasm on
the part of both old and new girl
groups. "Babe" Simmerman, varsity
(Continued on Page Two)
o

Dr. S. P. Duke and Mrs. A. B. Cook
granted to the senior class of 1934
their class privileges last Wednesday.
"Remember," said Dr. Duke, "that
these privileges are a trust. You know
what a trust is. You place money in
the care of a person or a bank, and
that person is a trustee. If the money
is abused, it is lost. If these privileges
are abused, they too are lost. If you
have trouble or difficulties, the succeeding generations of students will
not have these opportunities. Since I
have been here, I have seen a distinct
widening of privileges. Only a few
years ago, seniors could have only two
meal cuts, or something like that, and
riding unchaperoned with a young man
was unthought of. The one we feared the worst has had no outstanding
abuse since it was granted.
"Upon you depends the worth of
your diploma. If your college has no
very high standards, your graduation
is not worth as much. And the standSNOOPER GIVES OUT
ards of your college depend on you.
INTERESTING REPORT Preserve for the future these senior
ON SPRINKLE HOUSE privileges, and set a high standard of
excellence."
Mrs. Cook, who is also the Big Sister
Since few of us have had the privi- of the class, said that she therefore had
lege of visiting this Sprinkle House a peculiar pleasure in granting the
about which a lot has been said re- privileges. "Do you remember when
cently, let's become "snoopers" and you were freshmen," she said, "how
do a bit of spying.
you looked up to the senior class with
What a spacious, roomy porch we reverence, respect, and admiration?
step upon as we approach the hospit- They had set a standard for you. Now,
able main entrance! Ah! Here is think of the present freshman class.
the ideal place to dream love's young They are looking to you for advice; -WITCHES AND GOBBLINS
dream if rules did not specify Alumna;! they are patterning their lives accordWILL FLIT AROUND
A small reception room provides many ing to your pattern.
freshmen and transfered students with
HALLOWE'EN DANCE
"You have three responsibilities,"
a luxury only seniors have enjoyed she continued. "First, the class is as
heretofore. Through French doors at- strong as its weakest member. You
A coed-dance will be given here on
tractive students' rooms can be glimp- are responsible for her. Second, you
Saturday,
October the twenty-eighth
sed where family silver must have have a responsibility toward your
at
8:30
in
the Big Gym in Reed Hall.
gleamed and fireside groups gathered home, where your parents have sacriThis
announcement
made by Dr. Duke
formerly. When one uses the word ficed both money and your presence
came
as
a
surprise
to the Student
"attractive" in describing these rooms there for you to go to college. For
Body.
Rumors
had
been
floating around
he is being mild. Perhaps it is a su- them, it is the beginning of the end.
the
campus
to
that
effect,
but the
perior taste and perhaps it is the And last, consider your responsibility
rooms that are to be arranged which to the college—to the administration, dance did not become a reality until
the stories were confirmed by the presiseem'particularly adaptable to decorathe faculty, and the other classes. You dent.
tion. ,
must lend a hepling hand to all. It is a
The dance, which is formal, is being
Hesitating to be explicit, it might challenge to accomplish the best.
sponsored by the student government
be well to mention that there are
"Let me welcome you into a new
three students' rooms and the re- era," Mrs. Cook concluded, "with my social committee.
The decorati6ns~wflI be in keeping
ception room on the first floor and
heartiest best wishes, and the desire
four students' rooms, a bath, and Mrs. to help you both as Big Sister and as with the spirit of Hallowe'en. Black
cats and goblins will flit about; witches
Tilford's apartment on the second Dean."
will cast their spell over the crowd
floor, housing in all 23 students.
and make the whole night one of
But as one opens the door to a back
SENIOR
ELECTION
magic happenings. Those in charge
porch the scent of sage causes one to
of the decorations are: Florence Holsniff inquiringly. Through arches over
which roses have been trained a few
At a recent election held by the land, who will act as chairman, Boblate summer flowers can be seen in a senior class, Ruby McCloud and Hazel bie Cook, Virginia Bean, and Courtney
well-arranged flower garden. Through Wood were elected representatives to Dickinson.
a gate near the garden's entrance stu- the student council. Ethel Harper was
The bids may be purchased from
dents can walk on campus without unanimously elected representative to Dot Williams, chairman of the social
means of the street.
the School-ma'am staff.
committee, for one dollar.

H. T. C. is planning to enter the
fourth state hockey tournament for
women which will be held this year at
Westhampton College November 10
and 11. The games will begin at
2:30 on Friday, November 10, and
will continue all day Saturday, ending with an exhibition, game that afternoon between a picked team from
those playing in the tournament and
a team from Baltimore or Washington.
Invitations have been sent to Harrisonburg, William and Mary, Sweet
Briar, Farmville, George Washington,
Salem College, N. C, and the North
Carolina College for Women. In all,
Westhampton is expecting to have between 180 and 200 peoplr playing
during the two days.
As a sort of added attraction, the
St. Catherine's School for Girls is sponsoring a high school tournament for
all the schools in the state to be played on the St. Catherine field. As
usual, there will be the annual tryout for officials. This is open to
anyone interested, but is usually made
up of those students from the different colleges whom the coaches reccommend to the association.

N. R. A. DISCUSSED "
BY GEORGE ANDERS
AT COLLEGE ASSEMBLY

Meacham and Rogers
Symbolically Wedded
In Annual Ceremony
A wedding of much interest to Harrisonburg and the neighboring vicinity was solemnized Wednesday, October 18, in Wilson Hall when Miss
Lucille Meechum became the "bride"
of Rachel Rogers, president of the
Senior Class, thus making the new
girls and old girls truly one Student
Body.
The bride, charmingly attired in
white satin and carrying white rosebuds, was give n in marriage by her
"father," Virginia Ruby. Beulah Ellis,
maid of honor, wore green organdy
and carried an arm bouquet of dahlias
in pastel shades of orchid, yellow, and
salmon pink. The bridesmaids, Adelaide Groatz, Charlotte Homan, Katherine Steele, and Katherine Richards
wore organdies in delicate shades of
yellow and orchid and carried arm bouquets of dahlias.
Eunice Meeks was the best man,
while Mary Van Landingham, Virginia
Bean, Elizabeth Warren and Dorothy
Williams were the groomsmen.
Little Miss Eleanor Harrison daintily
dressed in white silk with a hair ribbon to match scattered flowers in the
bride's path. Florence Rice, in a Lord
Fauntelroy suit, made a charming ringbearer.
Among the distinguished guests were
Virginia Ruby, father of the bride;
EKzabeth Thweatt, bride's mother;
Marietta Melson and Frances Whitman,
grandmother and grandfather of the
bride, the bride's sister, Madeline Newbill; Sarah Lemmon and Elizabeth
Sugden, the groom's mother and father, Gladys Farrar, and Mildred Simpson, brother and sister of the bride.
After the ceremony the bride and
groom went on a short bridal tour.
Upon their return they were entertained by a banquet in Blue Stone Dining Hall.
The bride and groom will make
their home, temporarily at least, in
Harrisonburg.

The National Recovery Act which
President Roosevelt created was the
subject of an address by Mr. George
Anders, .president of the Chamber of
Commerce of this city, Wednesday
morning. Mr. Anders first gave a
brief resume of the whole N. R. A.
program.
The purpose of the N. R. A. is to
increase employment, to increase
wages, and to shorten the working
week.
"The bill which has been passed by
Congress abolished certain anti-trust
laws. It forced industries to fix prices
on materials, to regulate fair trade
processes, and to have a minimum
wage for each employee," said the COLLEGE AUTHORITIES
speaker. The law provides for a
GRANT PRIVILEGES
shorter work week and a decent wage
TO JUNIOR CLASS
for each worker. In this way money
would be put into circulation and
business would increase. Businesses . The junior class was formally grantwhich refuse to co-operate in the fur- ed its privileges Monday, October 16,
thering of the National Recovery Act after chapel.
will have certain privileges taken away
In talking to the class, Dr. Duke
which have been granted to them by stressed the importance of using ~the
the government. Those companies privileges wisely in consideration of
which sign under the Blue Eagle, and the future junior classes. "We should
do not live up to the code, will be consider ourselves trustees of the privfined five hundred dollars. The code ileges granted us," stated Dr. Duke.
Mrs. Cook urged all girls to come
has tried to build up a partnership
between the business organizations and into her office at any time to discuss
the governments of the country, with her any problems that they might
have.
states, and city.
The Public Works Committee which
has been appropriated $3,300,000,000, LONG MADE ASSISTANT
will put this money into the building
TO ATHLETIC MANAGER
of highways, public buildings, tunnels,
and water works. This in turn will
give more men employment and will v At the Athletic Council meeting
be another step toward the end of held Wednesday evening, Jean Long,
this depression.
of Staunton, was elected assistant busiMr. Anders then went on to ex- ness manager. This office was created
plain the great changes which the N. last year, but the choice of the officer
R. A. has brought about. The private was left to the Athletic Council rathagreement or Blanket Code, as it is er than to the student body as a whole.
sometimes called, has given a greater Mary Smith, of White Stone, was
understanding between the heads of elected treasurer of the Association,
the different companies. The menace and Eleanor Wilkins, of Eastern Shore,
in the form of child labor has been is the new secretary.
abolished as a result of the forming
Louise Allred, of Winston-Salem,
of the National Recovery Act. Some N. C, was recently elected hockey
4,000,000 men have been employed. sports leader by the junior class.
Many companies have drawn up new
codes and are waiting for the approval
Brazil, in organizing a national eduof the president before putting them cation program, is negotiating with
into practice.
the University of Michigan for a se"A very interesting factor," said Mr. ries of motion pictures of the Michigan
Anders, "is a by-product of the N. R. campus to use as a model for their
(Continued on Page Three)
work.
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are looking forward to an even better
one this year. If the team has the
whole-hearted backing of the entire
school, how much better it will play!
We all love hockey. We love to see
the games. And the team loves for
us to attend the games. We ask your
suport in helping the team make an
outstanding record at the tournament.
o
Train a reporter up in the way she
should go and when she is a senior
she will know how to write news articles.

APROPOS OF NOTHING

CAMPUSjl

20, 1933

POETRY

Some people arc so dumb they think I never knew what love-songs meant
a swan is a duck who looked through Till I met you.
a transom and that's exactly how dumb They held no meaning for me,
I feel when I begin to write this col- Only empty rhythm—
Published weekly by the student body
umn. You know after many weeks Moaning, laughing rhythm.
TOM SAYS:
of the State Teachers College,
of writing about absolutely nothing But now I feel that deeper thing,
Harrisonburg, Virginia
When it comes to picking sweet you are bound to have one serious
little brides you all certainly know thought you are anxious to make Like the glimpse of still ocean depths
Subscription Price . . . $2.00 a Year
After glaring sunlight above.
how to do it.
something of. It's like assembling or- And every word beats a little path
Editor-in-Chief
der out of chaos. But no, when it's To my heart, and says,
SARAH LEMMON
Prof.: "What is a caterpilfar?"
one's business to write about nothing "You feel that way toeBusiness Manager
Margie Adkins:. "An upholstered one must do just that. So on to PudSince I met you.
COURTNEY DICKINSON^ »
dinhead Jones. Hurrah! Maybe you've
worm."
If faculty members keep on refer—S. L.
heard of Puddinhead Jones. A few
Asso. Editor. KATHLEEN CARPENTER ring to "Mary SmithV we are afraid
people have but a great many more
My love is went,
Managing Editor
ALICE KAY the poor girl will have te leave H.
TRYST
haven't. Now Puddinhead was born
He
did
me
dirt.
T.
C.
Campus*Editor ..EUGENIA TRAINUM
in Jonesville which was really a me- I had forgotten the steadfastness of
I did not knew
EDITORIAL STAFF
tropolis composed of Joneses so no
stars,
He were a flirt.
We wish to compliment the student
MARY PAGE BARNES, ELIZABETH BYVPATERS
family
was
ever
seriously
bothered
The
utter peace of night among the
body on their etiquette at the movie
LOUISE BORUM
MARGARET JAMES
with
keeping
up
with
the
Joneses.
hills,
To all my friends—
Saturday night.
CATHERINE CARTEE FRANCES LA NEAVE
Keeping up with themselves was too The miracle of silence, perfect, deep.
My love forbid
o
HATTIE COURTER
ELSIE MALLORV
much like work for them. Which The cool, sweet air that somehow comVIRGINIA Cox
PAMELIA PARKINS
That they be done
MILDRED FOSKEY
MVRA PHIPPS
brings us around to the fact that P.
forts, stills—
Like I've been did.
LOUISE HOTERTON
ALBERTINA RAVENHORST
J., as we shall call him, thought quite
MARY SPITZER
JOYCE'RMLBY
Prof.: "Decline love, Miss Fawlkes." a lot of himself, and was extremely Something I know not, stronger than
BOARD OF MANAGERS
memory,
Rosa Lee: "Decline love? Not I, lazy.
NANCY BYERS
DOROTHY LIPSCOMB
Draws
weary fee» out through the
Now lazy people are suposed not to
The annual candle-light service of sir.
JULIA COURTER
ELIZABETH WARREN
night
to seek .
get far in this world but they usually
the Y. W. C. A., Thursday, was an
The
lonely
crest of a dim star-crowned
outstanding event of the week's pro,
Kay. "^/^0's your favorite author?" do. Some things work that way. And
hill.
if
one
doesn't
work
now
one
never
gram
Mike: "My dad."
Dreaming I come an old, old tryst to
The service, jointly conducted by
Kay: "What did he ever write?' will. Now is usually in an awful
keep.
hurry
to
get
away.
In
which
reGladys
Farrar,
president,
and
Francis
THE EDUCATIONAL CRISIS
Mike: "Checks."
—A. N. E.
spect P. J. very much resembled now.
Whitman, vice-president, was held in
He was always in a hurry. And if
Wilson Hall Auditorium, which was
This is a very critical time for
THIS WEEK'S SHORT STORY
FIRESIDE
you don't see how people can be lazy
lighted by candles.
American education, perhaps even
and still in a hurry you try carrying A ship is sailing for Cathay
A processional consisting of the Y.
more so than for American business.
Two hearts
bees around in your bonet. That's Oh heart be swift and stop the way.
W. Choir and Cabinet members,
For whether business becomes socialOne diamond
another thing about P. J. He always My fire burns and shadows fall
dressed in white, entered from the rear
ized or not education will still function
Seven no trump
had bees in his bonnet. Can you In amber rhythms along the wall.
of the room and was seated on the
One Club
as it does today.
imagine
anyone named Puddinhead But my heart is restless and full of
rostrum. After a short devotional
When budgets are cut down for the
Two Spades and a pine box.
with bees in his bonnet. Neither can
service, lights started from the candles
care—
sake of economy, education suffers
I but he must have presented a most The burdens placed upon it heavy and
were passed on to each person in the
first. Authorities seem to cling to the
Gene: "Do you suffer from pink ludicrous picture.'
auditorium; and to the singing of
hard to bear;
old idea that the best thing for
"Follow the Gleam," the entire group tooth-brush?"
To
go
on
with
the
story,
P.
J.'s
There
is no beauty in the candle's
child is to let him grow up any way
Lou: "Yes."
marched out to make a formation on
parents
were
most
industrious
people
glow,
he will. Accordingly they do their
Gene: "Then why don't you get a and so one day they sent P. J. into
the campus quadrangle.
For I must not go—I must not go.
best to foster this plan. And the
green one?"
a big wood to kill some squirrels. The ship is cleaving her foamy track
southern states are the worst. One
Lois Meeks was the speaker in the
Squirrels would take the place of With flying colors flaunting back.
governor said that what his state need- Y. W. C. A. service-held-in the Wilson
Steve: "When I dance with you I butcher meat which was quite expenAnd the wind's seductive siren song
ed was more one-room schools. A Auditorium on Sunday, October 15.
forget everything."
sive and were the P. J. seniors eco- Calls clear and loud and long;
large city of the south did away with She talked on the value of prayer.
Marjie: "Well, don't forget about nomical? Well, yea. They always
But I stop my dreams in the moonits commercial high school and all its "Most people," said the speaker, "only
my feet!"
looked up words before writing them
light bay
kindergartens. One state hasn't paid go to God when some great calamity
down for fear they would put in an And silently as an Arab put them
its teachers anything for over a year— has befallen them. They do not beLib: "If you saw me drowning, extraC letter—So P. J. went squirreling
away,
but they go right on teaching. This lieve that we should go to God every
(?). He himself was not anxious to For there's madness in the sea's grey
spirit of devotion to the cause is splen- day, no matter whether we have what would you do?"
Boxley: "What I'm doing now."
meet a squirrel. They really were
mist;
trouble or not. We do not realize the
did.
Lib: "What's that?"
most fearful creatures and the last one And I must resist—I must resist.
It is only through such a spirit that opportunity and also the privilege of
Boxley: "Hand you a line."
he had seen had sat and glared at him Oh heart be swift and stop the way
education is going to be saved. The prayer."
until he had broken out in cold sweat. A ship is sailing for Cathay.
attitude and capability of the teaching
The leader was Ruth Hardy, who
Dot:
"Do
you
love
dancing,
When he got ready to go home he had
corps will decide its fate. If the teach- read the scripture and led the assembly
—M. "T." B.
walked half-a-mile before he rememBishop?"
ers are enlightened, well-trained, and in prayer. To make the service more
Bishop: "Not as well as other ways." bered to go back and get his rifle.
capable, the schools will feel the re- impressive, the Y. W. C. A. choir sang
NICE KITTY
And so today he went and as he
sult. If they are disinterested and at different intervals, responding to
Here's to the girl who steals, lies, was tired he sat down and waited for
untrained, they can do nothing to aid the leader and also the speaker at the
When a loud scream wakes one from
and
swears—: (1) Steals into your a squirrel to come and glare at him.
in this crisis.
end of each prayer.
her
sublime dreams of the "one and
arms.
(2)
Lies
there
contentedly.
(3)
He prayed for courage to shoot the
We are soon to be teachers. HarThe theme was carried out further
only" back home, she feels a little
Swears
she'll
always
love
only
you.
glarer
but
he
didn't
need
it.
A
fierce
risonburg is doing its best to train us by Mary Page Barnes, who played a
black bear came, attracted by the queer. But when the scream is followed
well and give us a desirable broad- piano solo entitled "A Silent Prayer"
Janie "P": "I know a place where honey, the bees in his bonnet had made, by a low, tense call of "Kitty, Kitty,
minded attitude toward our profes- by Kullah.
"Kitty," the awakened person just
sion. We know what the future holds
The musical part of the program the people don't wear anything but Thus ends the Chronicle of Puddinfreezes. Add to the terrible situation
head Jones!
in store for us. It is therefore up to was continued by Dorothy Parker. She gloves."
a few "ouches," sounds of vigorous
Sophia: "Mercy! Where?"
us to take advantage of our oppor- chose as her solo " Prayer Perfect."
scratching, a glimpse of white running
Janie "P": "On their hands. Haw!"
tunities now, in order that we may save
The service was brought to a close
—all plus two or three words that
American education in' the future. by the announcing of a hymn, but inCHAPEL
cannot be printed—and you will have
Prof, (during examination): "Will
Upon its schools is built the founda- stead of the assembly rising and singa perfect picture of what happened in
some
young
lady
who
isn't
using
her
tion of the nation, and the schools ing, they remained seated and read the
Spottswood Dormitory during the wee,
Dr.
Otto
Frederikson,
at
the
regular
textbook
be
so
kind
as
to
let
me
have
are built upon the teachers.
words while the music was played softchapel exercise Monday, October 16, small hours of last Tuesday morning.
o
ly on the piano. The service concluded it a few moments?"
briefly discussed the present political Incidentally, you will have a pretty
INTERCOLLEGIATE DEBATING with the Y. W. benediction.
Babe: "Gee, I made a terrible blund- movements of Germany, including her good picture .of tenor, too.
The Y. W. C. A. membership drive
When the smoke cleared away—
very recent withdrawal from the
The season is opening for intercol- was on during last week. Each girl on der at dinner the other night."
the
smoke in the minds of the disturbLeague of Nations.
Louise B.: "What happened?"
legiate debating. Not every girl can campus has been seen individually by
ed
girls—the
cause of all the trouble
Babe: "Mother asked me if I wouldAdolphe Hitler, head of the German
serve her Alma Mater on the hockey a cabinet member and been given an
was
heard
meowing
outside the door.
field or on the basketball court, but opportunity to join this organization. n't have some corn and I passed my people, in 1920 organized the move- For, my dear Watson, the white cat
ment with the object of thorough nashe may be able to debate. Just how A large number of the students signed glass."
tionalization of the German people. that has been making several campus
„
important is intercollegiate debating? their pledge cards.
--.Waiter:
"Would
you
like
to
drink
o
After a period of imprisonment for an tours lately had decided to inspect the
Debating has been known to bring
Canada Dry?"
attempted revolution in Bavaria, Hit- sophomore dormitory. He found a
honors to schools that were not athOLD GIRLS
Student: Yeah, but I'm only here ler has returned to the front and just certain door open and walked right
letically inclined. It is considered im(Continued from Page One)
into a girl's room! We deduce that he
last January was made chancellor of
portant enough for teams to come cheer-leader, Jed the old girl cheers, for the week-end."
met with a cold, dark reception, but
Germany.
over here from England in response to and Elizabeth Shoemaker was the head
hearing
a faint (?) buzzing sound, folAmerican challenges. It develops of the Red and White cheering sec- Little Miss Muffett
In accordance with the Armistice lowed it to the "single" bed. There he
Sat on a tuffet,
mental poise and oral fluency, two im- tion.
agreement, Germany signed away her made his spring, or leap inducing the
Eating her curd and whey;
portant things for the teacher to have.
THE LINE-UP
rights to equality in armaments and scream which led to his discovery and
If a college is prominent in debating Old Girls
New Girls Along came the spider
also pledged herself guilty of causing removal. To make a long story short,
as well as athletics, it attracts a certain Pittman
Barrow And sat down beside her,
the World War. It is this stigma of he cried so loudly that he woke the
So little Miss Muffet
type of student who would otherwise
Forward
war guilt together with the inequality whole dormitory and lulled it to sleep
choose another school. It is good for MacDonald
Homan Put on her skates and rode home.
of armaments that Hitler is fighting. again.
a college to have variety. And it
Forward
"Peace making agencies are weakMoral:
'Twas the night before Christmas
needs the type of student who debates. Grogan
Scheibler
ing. The League cf Nations having
1. To girls: Keep your door closed at
And all thru the house
Last year Harrisonburg's debating
Center
lost two great powers in Germany and night.
Everybody was running like the Japan has left only a minority of leadteam was very successful. Does it Courter
Maher
2. To cats: Look before you leap.
dickens,
have your support for an even better
S. Center
ing powers."
o
The
house
was
on
fire.
season this year?
Van Landingham
Baily
Although Dr. Frederikson does not
Every freshman entering Uinon Colo
Guard
think that Germany is likely to strike lege must take a swimming test.
Little
Jack
Homer
sat
in
the
corner
OUR HOCKEY TEAM
Fultz
Cannon
now, "the more distant future is not
Eating his Christmas pie;
Guard
The names of all professors who
He put in his thumb and pulled out at all bright in relation to the EuroSubstitutions—Keto for Homan.
In the near future H. T. C.'s hockey
pean
situation."
keep
their classes overtime are publisha motorcycle,
team will go to Westhampton to par- Shark for Baily.
ed
regularly
at the University of KanThe
chapel
exercise
closed
with
a
Referees — Misses Marbut and And said, "Who in—put this thing
ticipate in the hockey tournament.
sas.
solo
rendered
by
Dorothy
Parker,
0
in here?"
We had a fine team last year and we Bowen.

OCTOBER
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BOOK REVIEW

By Louise Borum
lowing girls accompanied her: Nancy
Old Girl-New Girl Wedding Banquet Jackson, Ashland; Billy Elam, Gbrdonsville; Sylvia Kamsky, Richmond;
On Wednesday night a banquet was Julia and Hattie Courter to visit Miss
given in honor of the participants in Martha Saunders in Richmond. Edith
the Old Girl-New Girl Wedding. The Todd, who has been visiting at her
wedding party passed into the Blue- home in Richmond came back with
stone dining hall and the following Dr. Weems and the girls.
were seated at the large banquet table:
Dr. and Mrs. S. P. Duke, Mrs. A. B.
Mr. J. R. Maddox came for ElizaCook, Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Shorts, Miss beth Maddox Friday afternoon and
Marie Louise Boje, and Miss Clara took her to her home in Louisa for a
Turner; Lucille Meacham, the bride, few days.
Rachel Rogers, the groom; Buelah Ellis, maid of honor, Eunice Meeks, the
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Goodman and
best man; Adelaide Groatz, Mary Van family, were the Sunday guests of
Landingham; Charlotte Homan, Vir- Mary Goodman.
ginia Bean; Catherine Steele, Elizabeth
Warren; Catherine Richards, Dorothy
June Gulliford had her parents, Mr.
Williams, the bridesmaids and grooms- and Mrs. L. E. Gulliford of Pulaski
men; and Hilda Hisey, preacher.
as week-end guests.
The floral decorations consisted of
a big wedding cake, white candles,
Fanny La Neave was entertained
and the bridesmaid's bouquet which this past week-end with a birthday
were placed along the entire length theatre and dinner party by June Gulof the banquet table. The Glee Club liford, Belle Kriger and "Babe" Simmerman.
girls sang the blessing.
The following were seated at the
The following girls enjoyed a house
smaller tables: Virginia Ruby, Elizabeth Thweatt, Frances Whitman, party over Sunday at Rachel Roller's
Marietta Melson, Daisy Mae Gifford, in New Market: Lucy McDowell, Jean
and Madeline Newbill, the bride's Moyer, Lennis Moyer, and Helen Sherfamily; Sarah Lemmon, Elizabeth Sug- man.
den, Mildred Simpson and Gladys FarVirginia Zehmer and Agnes Mason
rar, the groom's family; Florence Rice
and Eleanor Harrison, friends and were the house guests of Ann Harris
Inez Graybeal, Conway Gray, Jose- and Mrs. B. Y. Harris in Crimora.
phine R. Miller, and Mary Page Barnes
who rendered a musical program durPeggy Mears attended the game and
dance in Richmond last Saturday and
ing the entire evening.
was the guest of Miss Virginia Eubank
o
while there.
PARTY FOR NEW GIRLS
Friday night a party for the new
students will be given in the Big Gym
by the Cotillion Club. The faculty members are also invited. The
visitors will be entertained by a stunt
given by the old Cotillion members
and a stunt by the "Goats." Refreshments will be served after everyone
had enjoyed dancing.

Mary Vernon Montgomery was the
guest of Miss Martha Saunders last
Saturday and Sunday in Richmond.
Mary Vernon attended the game and
dance in Richmond.
Pam Parkins was also a week-end
guest in Richmond for the game and
dance.. While there Pam visited her
aunt,4lrs. J. G. Kable.

Mary Baker, Billye Milnes and Helen
Maude Poore motored to Advance
Williams were the week-end quests of
Mills
to spend the week-end as the
Mrs. Hopkins in McGaheysville.
guest of Geraldine Fray.
Angie Beckner visited Miss Angie H.
Evelyn Watkins attended the game
Wade last week-end at her home in
and dance in Richmond last week-end.
Bayshene.
While there she was the guest of Miss
Rebecca Bennet, Catherine Mathews, Virginia Eubank.
Ruby McCloud, and Frances Pigg were
Miss Dorothy Grayson of Roanoke
the house guests of Mrs. Sidney E.
was
the Sunday guest of "Babe" SimMathews in Staunton over the weekmerman.
end.
Miss Virginia Carmines had as her
Mary Frances Brown visited in
North River last week-end as the guest in Richmond for the game and
dance, Eleanor Wilkins.
guest of Mrs. Brown Trobough.
Dorothy Williams visited her friend
Elizabeth Carson and Marietta Melson were visitors of Mrs. E. C. Harnes- Mrs. D. M. Blankenship in Richmond
last Saturday and Sunday. Dorothy
berger in Luray this past week-end.
also attended the game and dance.
Eleanor B. Cook spent a few days
with Betty Bush, a graduate of last
Sadie Williams was the week-end
year, in Weyers Cave.
guest of Mrs. H. B. Watts in Natural
Bridge.
Anna Katherine Dugger, and Mildred Johnson accompanied Emileen Sapp
Eleanor Withers visited in the home
to her home last week-end in Silver of Mrs. F. H. Bear, Staunton, this
Spring, Maryland.
past week-end.
Helen Gillum was the week-end
Margaret Hopkins and Sarah Lemguest of Miss Lelia Yancey in Mcmon were the Sunday guests of MarGaheysville.
garet's grandmother, Mrs. Hopkins in
McGaheysville.
Virginia Goode visited Margaret
Morty in New Market last week-end.
Maude Poore was entertained with a
surprise
birthday party on last ThursRuth Behrens had Margaret James
day
evening
by Polly Stephenson,
and Mary Smith as her week-end
Eugenia
Trainum,
Joyce Lea, Virginia
guests at her home in Timberville.
and Gerry Fray.
Virginia Lewis and Ann Moore
The following girls spent the past
spent Saturday afternoon and Sunday
in Lacy Springs as the guests of Mrs. week-end at home: Ruth A. Behrens,
S. R. Bowman and Miss Carrie Bow- Lois W. Bishop, Mary Blankenship,
Florence Louise Borum, Margaret Carman,
a
rico, Nila Crizer, Elizabeth Daniel,
Margaret
Buchanon, Glenn Darden,
Dr. Rachel Weems motored to her
home in Ashland Sunday and the fol- Mary Moore Davis, Evelyn Echordt,

THE MUSIC BOX

Children of musicians are not alTHE POETRY CURE, a pocket mediways
musicians and sometimes do not
cine chest of verse: compounded by
even
like
or appreciate music. Ernest
Robert Haven Schauffler. New
York: Dodd, Mead and Co. 1932. van Dahnanys, a famous pianist, confesses this in his own family. His
414 pp.
The Poetry Cure is not, according children do not evep care for music.
to its author, R. H. Schauffler, intend- One son is studying law and is imed as a cure for poetry. But the poetry patient with his father's playing. Anis intended as a cure for many ail- other son cannot understand why peoments of the human mind. Directions ple pay to hear operas, when the inare given, to be read well before using. struments make so much noise one
Mr. Schauffler, some years ago, pub- cannot understand the words.
lished an essay called "The Musical
The New York Crime Prevention
Pharmacy." It had quite an influence
on the movement to use music as an Bureau gives a concert of classical
accepted therapeutic agent. Today, hos- music to nine hundred boys and girls
pitals, asylums, homes, and sanatoriums with police records. This test was
made to see if music as well as athemploy music in this way.
It was the author's idea that poetry letics could be used as a crime prevencould be put to the same use. In his tion among juveniles.
Grieg's "Peer Gynt Suite" No. 1.
directions, Mr. Schauffler carefully explains his theory and the value of cer- was the composition used with apparBEVERLEY L. BRITTON
tain poems. To quote: "I would ent success. "Morning" and "Anitra's
not
claim that Keats can set a smash- Dance" were applauded especially. The
editor of The Richmond Collegian, student
newspaper of the University of Richmond, ed collar bone, or that Edna St. Vin- conductor explained that witches were
and President of the Virginia Intercollegiate cent Millay is sovereign for lumbago. surrounding Peer Gynt as the music
Press Association, which will hold its seventh
But in the less material sphere of the grew louder in "In the Hall of the
convention at the University of Richmond
mental and the spiritual, poetry can Mountain King." Many of the smalon October 27 and 28, 1933.
help far worse ills than these, although ler children grasped each other's hands
its action may prove somewhat more as if they really saw witches. At
CONSOLATION
indirect, subtle and deferred than the the close of this piece, there was tremendous applause.
patient expects."
Isn't it heart-rending that anyone
Some people are doubtful about
For the busy man or woman, Mr.
could hang around the College every (or should we say doctor?) Schauf- music being a crime preventive as it
Sunday for three years, wanting, and fler has compounded a few ten min- disturbes the wild beast, or stirs the
praying for someone to come to see ute cures. For the more leisurely per- African jungle to'war. If the music
you, something to happen, anything, son, there is the whole volume to was martial in character, it might stir
and the one Sunday that you were able choose from. There is a group of men- a child to throw a brick through a
to escape from the usual routine, you tal cocktails and spiritual pick-me- window just as well as it might stir
receive a box of food, a long-distance ups; some sedatives for impatience; him to do something constructive.
phone call, and your "latest" came on prescriptions for hardening of the
a surprise visit. The food of course is hearts; hasheesh for a torpid imaginaALUMNAE NEWS
swamped with ants, the red species, tion; stimulants for a faint heart;
when you get it; phone call discon- poppy juice for insomina; and so on.
The following girls of 1933 class
nected as long as it was nothing tragic, The poems include some from Blake,
and worst of all the "latest" is gone. Browning, Shelly, Shakespeare, Teas- are teaching at home: Bethel Snead,
It sort of reminds me of the old say- dale, the Bible—innumerable authors, Marjorie Lutz, Dorothy Burkett, Italine Reed, Lillian Alexander, Eddie
ing "When it rains it pours,"—but I all carefully selected.
Williams, and Alice Mae Baldwin.
guess Grade Allen would still prefer
We heartily recommend this medithe one about, "Early to bed and early cine chest to all people, both as pre"Kitty" Bpwen visited our campus
to rise makes you healthy, wealthy and ventatiw and aj cure.
this
week-end. She helped referee the
wealthy and healthy." Poor Gracie and
—
o
Old
Girl-New Girl Basketball game
poor me!
N.
R.
A.
DISCUSSED
on
Friday
night.
Once when I was in high school, the
(Continued
from
Page
One)
high school snob—the snobbiest of all
India Gilmer is remaining at home
the snobs, chose the same moment to A. This by-product is a thirteen
this
year. She is a Home Economics
month
calendar."
Whether
or
not
go sliding gayly down the walk on a
graduate
of 1933.
banna peeling, that I chose to go to this calendar will be adopted is someinspect my locker, otherwise I would thing that will be determined in the
Lillian Holland, a graduate of 1933,
have been one of the happy wittnesses future.
is
teaching
near her home.
Many people have misunderstood
of the episode.
A memorable Sunday I might have just what the N. R. A. stands for.
Bernice English, a graduate of 1933
gone riding with the roomate's family, It is not a guarantee for a job. It is teaching at Warsaw, Va.
but I was looked for and still found gives instead an opportunity for prowanting. I was in the Reading Room, curing one.
Margaret Lackey is at home in LexPeople are now more sure of a posiimagining myself rushing along the
ington taking a business course.
tion
and
are
demanding
a
wider
and
a
pike in a rumble seat with the wind in
o
better selection of goods. As a result
my hair.
of this, business has increased 40%,
DIRECTOR
I might have witnessed the greatest
department store sales have increased
(Continued from Page One)
excitement possibly that the city—
10 to 16%, railroad travel has in- essay when he can write a very good
town—well, anyway Harrisonburg has
creased 40%, and prices of commodi- one, he commits an intellectual sin. If
known for a long time in the fire of
ties have increased 3 to 40%.
we get by with anything less than the
June 1933—but I had been miles away
General Johnson, head of the N. R. most or the best we are capable of, we
from Harrisonburg just two weeks of
A. campaign, said in one of his recent too commit intellectual sins. That is
the summer vacation. I just love to run
addresses, "N. R. A. offers a real what I mean by the intelelctual chalto fires, too.
chance to cure our ailing trade. It is a lenge. I believe few people, whether
Someday I expect to be informed war on human greed. This upheaval
in college or elementary grades, are
that the moon I've been reaching for which is taking place is not a social
ever really challenged."
for nigh on to one score years came revolution but a social evolution. It
Miss Frances Houck, a member of
within reaching distance—and possib- is your duty and mine to make N. R.
the training school staff, sang two sely I could have the largest half—but A. a success."
lections by James Rogers, "The Star"
I was down in the laboratory study"Harrisonburg," continued Mr. and "Cloud Shadows."
ing chemistry.
Anders, "is doing her part. One
And, yet, there's some consolation hundred and fifty to one hundred
ADVISOR'S TEA
in thinking about what might have and seventy-five people have rebeen—if—.
ceived jobs. Eighty per cent of the
Alumna; Hall was again the scene of
stores and business organizations in this informal teas in Friday afternoon.
Hazel Fitzwater, Geraldine Fray, Ann city have signed under the Blue Eagle Each week a tea is given bf a faculty
Harris, Lina Harris, Beatrice Hart, and are living up to the agreement. advisor for her special group of freshVivian Holmes, Eleanor Holtzman, Many mistakes have been made under men. A discussion of every day probLucy Huffer, Mary B. Jones, Alice the code, but it has been due to mis- lems is carried on and the advisor
Kay, Margaret Kirtley, Jean Long, interpretation by the people." There gives helpful suggestions. Miss Grace
Elizabeth Maddox, Mary Martin, Mild- has been a committee formed and they Palmer was the hostess for this week
red Painter, Anne Robinson, Rachel are working out a "Buy Now Cam- and Ocie Huffman and Myra Phipps
Roller, Emeline Sapp, Ruby Gail Scott, paign" which will soon be launched. were her student helpers.
,
Ruby Shepherd, Clyde Hellen Schuler,
'"The National Recovery Act has
The following freshmen attended
Joana Sherman, Helen Shutters, Fran- brought about a spirit of co-operation the tea: Janet Baker, Eleanor Biggs,
cis Sites, Edith Smith, Nancy Smith, and understanding which did not ex- Daphna Clayton, Virginia May Craig,
Helen Stansbury, Ethel Stephens, ist before. So far the code has been Amy Louise Cunningham, Myrtle
Eleanor Studebaker, Edith Todd, successful. May the people of these Dodd, Evelyn Duiguid, Dorothy EdFrancis Wilkens, EHzabeth Younger. United States do all in their power to dins, Violet Edwards, Margaret Ann
further the cause by giving a man a Fisher, Frances Ann Giles, Jessie Mary
Goodman, Virginia Hope, Ruth E.
The following girls enjoyed last job," concluded Mr. Anders.
o
Hulcherson, Edith L. Jones, Hilda E.
week-end at the College Camp: MaMore than a hundred boys at Okla- Lewis, Katherine Liggett, Katherine
tilda Chapman, Mildred Foskey, Alyce
Geiger, Ethel Harper, Adelaid Howser, homa A. and M. College are enrolled Manby, Helen R. Martz, Alma Miller,
Nancy Minton, Elizabeth Pendleton,
Bertha Jenkins, Frances Jolly, Sue Jol- in the housekeeping course.
Margaret Pursley, Martha Rogers,
ly, Mabel Love, Helen Marston, Lucy
A colorful pageant depicting the Rachel Savage, Ruby Shepherd, Anna
Warren Marston, Doris Miller, Helen
Moore, Rachel Rogers, Martha Ann history of Kalamazoo College will be Stoneburner, Nancy Turner, KatherRussell, Nancv Turner, Alice Webb, one of the factures at its centennial ine Ware, Sadie Williams, and Gene
homecoming.
Yeoman.
and Eleanor Whitman.
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Warner linn.
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PROGRAM
TODAY and TOMORROW
Bing Crosby, Jack Oakie
Sheets Gallagher
and A Beauty Chorus in
TOO MUCH HARMONY"
cMONDAY and TUESDAY
Jean Harlow, Lee Tracy
Frank Morgan, Franchot Tone
•'BOMBSHELL''
o—
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY
May

Warren William
Robson
Guy Kibbee
Glenda Farrell
"LADY FOR A DAY"

o
FRIDAY—Barbara Stanwyck
with George Brent in
"BABY FACE''

TELEPHONE 777
PAULINE'S BEAUTY SHOPPE
Permanent Hair Waving, Shampooing
and Hair Dressings
Marcel and Water Waving
}0 S. Main St.
1_
HARRISONBURG,

The Alpha Literary Society has been
organized and divided into groups.
The following girls have been elected
officers of their group: Group 1: Leader, Alyce Gieger; secretary, Ellen Eastham; Programme chairman, Martha
Anne Russel. Group 2: Leader, Adelaide Howser; secretary, Alpine Beazley; Programme chairman, Doris Miller. Group 3: Leader, Mary Goodman; secretary, Mary F. Brown; Programme chairman, Virginia -Barrow.
Group 4: Leader, Catherine Beale; secj] retary, Francis Eason; Programme
» chairman, Glenn Darden. Group 5:
C Leader, Louise Crowe; secretary, CathV erine Gilmer; Programme chairman,
j)
Margaret Bell. Group 6: Leader, Virft
ginia Lee; secretary, Sally K. Morris;
\
Programme chairman, Rose Ratcliffe.
Group 7: Leader, Anne Wood;'secretary, Margaret Turner; Programme
chairman, Esther Stone. Group 8:
Leader, Helen Moore; secretary, Gertrude Ashenfelter; Programme chairman, Elizabeth Bywaters.
o

VIRGINIA

Experienced Operators

ART STAFF OF ANNUAL
HAS SIX NEW MEMBERS

Phone 70

Modern Beauty Salon
HARRISONBURG, VA.
121 S. Main Street
Next door to Mick or Mack

WELCOME, NEW AND OLD
STUDENTS!
Make This Your Downtown
Headquarters
We serve the best drinks, and the
tastiest sandwiches, and we have all
the latest popular records.

S

oda
andwich
hoppe

"In the Center of Everything"
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MRS. TILFORD INTERVIEWED
"I like my work in the Sprinkle
House, the girls, and the house very,
very much," said Mrs. C. W. Tilford,
house chaperon of the Sprinkle House,
in a recent interview, summing up
her impressions of the college in few
words.
Mrs. Tilford, who comes from
Greenville, Mississippi, was five years
at Chevy Chase School, Washington,
D. C. and ten years at the Y. W. C. A.
in Lynchburg.
Mrs. Tilford has frequently visited
in Harrisonburg and is a friend of
Mrs. John Wilson and Mrs. J. L.
Wright, of Harrisonburg.
o
INTERCOLLEGIATE

THE PARISIAN
COATS, DRESSES, SWAGGER
SUITS—MILLINERY
56 So. Main Harrisonburg, Va.
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VALLEY CANDY
KITCHEN
OUR SANDWICHES AND SUNDAES ARE THE BEST IN TOWN
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PRIVILEGES GRANTED
TO SOPHOMORE CLASS

I

FREE
MARVELOUS LIP STICK

Six new members have been added
to the art staff of the 1933-'34 Schoolma'am, according to an announcement
by Frances Pigg, art editor of the
year book. Ethel Cooper, June Taliaferro, Lois Bishop, Nita Graveloy,
Anna Armentrout, and Nila Crizer
will be on the staff for the first time
this year. These girls were qualified
after passing an approved examination.
Five members of last year's staff are
again serving. They are Mildred Foskey, Aileen Sifford, Virginia Earman,
Ellen Pruden, and Frances Pigg.

3
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E. TODD INTERVIEWED
ABOUT NEW SPORT

NEW ALPHA MEMBERS
ELECT GROUP OFFICERS

IRGINIA
"Theatre oi Stan"

OCTOBER

Milwaukee— (IP) —Dr. Glenn
Frank, president of the University of
Wisconsin, last week proved to the
world that a president can think just
a little faster than a holdup man;
clever as the underworld is given credit
for being.
Dr. Frank was alone in a hotel room
here when a robber forced his way in,
gun pointed at the educator.
"Back up against the wall and hand
me the keys to your bag," said the
thug.
Dr. Frank backed up, but he backed up against the bathroom door. Suddenly he swung himself inside the
bathroom, slammed the door and locked it, and ran to the window calling
for help.
The robber escaped, but Dr. Frank
retained the keys to his bag.

At a resent meeting of the sophomore class, Dr. S. P. Duke granted to
them their class privileges. Mrs. Cook
addressed the class at the same time.
Three representatives were elected to
the student council at this meeting:
Hollywood, Cal.— (IP) —Because
Alice Haley, Alexandria; Ann Robinson, Clifton Forge; and Eleanor Whit- he believed the film would reflect on
the national college game, Ernie Nevman, Purcellville.
ers, assistant football coach at Stanford University and former ailENGLISH STAFF ADDS
American full-back last week quit his
MRS. FREDERIKSON job as technical director of a football
movie being filmed here.
Dr. Edna Tutt Frederikson, wife of
Nevers had been employed to direct
Dr. Otto Frederikson, professor of his- a movie designed to show a college
tory here, has been appointed assistant badly in need of money hiring a great
in the English department at H. T. football coach and a squad of stars to
C. She is also director of the depart- pull the institution out of the red.
ment of publicity. Mrs. Frederikson's
"I don't want to be identified with
chief interest is in the field of journal- such a picture," Nevers said after ten
ism. She received her doctor's degree days on the job. "Such a thing is the
a few years ago at the University of exception rather than the rule. It
Kansas.
would reflect on the college game."

DEBATING CLUB
The Debating Club held its initial
meeting, Thursday evening, October
12, in Wilson Hall, with Frances
Whitman, president, in the chair.
A committee was elected to collect
and submit questions for debate to
the society. Alice Kay is the chairman with Joyce Reilly and Mary McCoy Baker 2» her assistants.
The club is planning to hold several
intercollegiate debates during the session 1933-34.
The second .->nd fourth Thursdays
of each month have been set aside on
the college calendar as regular Debating Club meeting days.
Plans, though as yet incomplete are
being made by the Debating Club to
sponsor a formal dinner and a tea during the year.
.
SESAME CLUB
The regular monthly meeting of
the Sesame Club was held last Thursday at 12:3 0 in the Music Room. Vada
Steele, the new president, presided at
the meeting.
The program which was in charge
of Virginia Earman was as follows:
hymn, For the Beauty of the Earth by
the club; Scripture reading by Lillian
Lambert; poem by Anis Munday; duet
by Vada Steele and Audrey Hollen;
poem by Nellie Wright; reading by
Virginia Earman; and a hymn, This
Is My Father's World by the club.
A short business meeting followed
at which it was decided to continue
Guest Day once a month and to spend
a week-end at camp.
The officers of the club for 19331934 are as follows: Vada Steele, president; Rhoda Wenger, vice-president;
Beatrice Shorts, secretary; and Audrey
Hollen, treasurer.
LE CERCLE FRANCAIS
Le Millenaire De La Normandie was
the subject discussed when Le Cercle
Francais met Monday, October 16, for
the first meeting of the session. The
program which commemorated the
one-thousandth anniversary of Normandy consisted of topics on the history, celebrations, people, industries
and national anthem of Normandy.
Eugenia Trainum, Alma Fultz, Elizabeth Kincannon, Frances Burton, Elsie
Mallory, and Albertina Ravenhorst,
were active on the program.
A business discussion closed the
meeting.

In an interview with Edith Todd,
this inquiring reporter gleaned a few
facts about the great Art or Adventure or Science of Horse-back Riding;
in other words, some things it would
not be amiss to know now that horseback riding has been introduced to the
H. T. C. campus.
"Enthusiasm was certainly aroused
in a hurry," said Toddy, "And it
doesn't look as if the fifty cents fee
will keep people from riding. The
horses are gentle, and there are quite a
number of pretty paths by the Frog
Pond."
Girls may ride on Sunday afternoon;
but there are a few rules which they
will have to remember. They must
not ride across cjmpus, they must be
sure to sign up in Alumna; before riding, and they must have permission
from parents before they ride.
What—ho for a brisk canter on a
crisp fall day!

LEE
Carrying out the theme of the modern novel, the following program was
presented in Lee Society meeting on
October 13.
Subject: The Master of Jalna—
Fourth Chronicle of the whiteoaks—
by Mazo de la Roche. Frances Wells
sketched the life oT the author; Elizabeth Thweatt gave a brief account of
the author's first three books; and
Hattie Courter reviewed this latest
book.
"
LANIER
A call business meeting of the Lanier
Society Thursday night took the place
of the regular meeting.
o—
PAGE
Page meeting on Friday the 13 th
consisted of the reading by Gladys

EYEBROW PENCIL
WITH A BOX OF

MARVELOUS Face POWDER
J5c
presented by
RICHARD HUDNUT

Williamson Drug Co.

Bill
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The J. C. Deane Studio
Over McCroy's 5c & 10c Store

jy Is Giving One 5x7 Enlargement
FREE
! from each roll brought to us for
finishing!
KODAK FANS, do you know that all
| films bought from us and finished by
• us, we give you a 2 5% reduction on
! ,the finished work and also give a 5x7
! Enlargement FREE?
Over McCroy's 5c & 10c Store
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P. E. DEPT. ORGANIZES
BEGINNERS' SWIMMING
A beginners swimming class has been
organized for all students who are interested, according to a statement by
Miss Dorothy Savage, instructor in
physical education. The class will
continue all quarter. Students who
are teaching groups of this class are
Mary Smith, Alice Kay, Margaret
James, Elizabeth Carson, and Marietta
Melson.
An intermediate class has also been
organized. This class will have but
five meetings, beginning tonight at
eight o'clock.
Farrar of several negro poems. These
were written by Lucy Crisp, of Blue
Ridge, N. C, this summer at the Y.
W. C. A. conference. The group read
included Dissertation on Jim, Varmints, Aunt Queen Views Her Photograph, Pickaninny Song, and Spring
Fever.

JOHN W. TALIAFERRO
AND SONS
JEWELERS
Expert Watch and Jewelry
Repairing

Home-made Candies

Delicious Drinks

"The Sweetest Place in Town"

JULIAS
Ca'ndyland Restaurant and
Confectionery
AUGUSTAS JULIAS, Owner
Next to Theatre

Harrisonburg, Va.

Repair Service While You Wait

LOKER'S
Formerly Champion Shoe Repair Shop

We Deliver to You Free
HIKING CLUB
J.
T. LOKER, Prop.
Group leaders selected for the HikPhone
690-J
45 E. Market St.
ing Club for the year are Frances
Jolly, Libby Thweatt, Frances Wells, XX**XXXXXXX3CXSXX3CSXSXXX^
and Amelia Osborne. Due to the very
large number of students who have
joined the Hiking Club, these groups
READY- TO-WEAR
will probably have to be subdivided
MILLINERY
SHOES
later. According to Frances Jolly,
resident, definite plans have not yet
HOSE
been formulated.
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VALLEY GIFT AND
BOOK SHOP
Phone 28J

120 S. Main St.

HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA

FRANCES SALE CLUB
The Frances Sale Club held the first
meeting last Tuesday evening. The
president, Rebecca Bennett, presided.
Plans for the coming year were discussed. This year the club will offer
two prizes to the freshman class; one
to the Home Economics freshman receiving the highest grades during the
fall quarter, and the other prize is
to be given to the freshman who has
the most attractive room.
The regular meetings are to be held
on the second and fourth' Tuesdays of
each month at 7 o'clock.

AND

QUALITY -|- SERVICE
IS OUR MOTTO
When you have us print your
School Annual, Catalog, Magazine, Newspaper, or Printing of
any Kind—Your work looks

Always at Reasonable Prices

J. C. Penney Co.
Harrisonburg, Va.

THE BARGAIN PLACE
The lowest price in the City for
READY-TO-WEAR
SHOES
and FURNISHINGS

; . .

.!..;,

When Better Eats Are Sold

NEW, MODERN, and
DIFFERENT

The
Beverley Press, Inc.
205 West Beverley Street
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BOOKS
CARDS Cl
and NOVELTIES

STAUNTON, VIRGINIA
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NICHOLAS BOOK CO.
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GREETINGS "S. T C. ))
To students, old and new, we extend a cordial invitation to visit
our store—''Where College Girls Feel at Home."
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